


Area

• District 1,754 km
2

(677 sq mi)

Elevation 94 m (308 ft)

Population (2009)

• Urban 104,777

• District 159,650

• District Density 91/km
2

(240/sq mi)

The history of Akhisar, dates 
back 3000 BC. Akhisar was
called widely as Thyateria

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urban_area


Akhisar is a modern city.



Alot of nations

lived in Akhisar. 

They arePersians, 

Kingdom of 

Bergama,

Roma ,

Byzantine ,

Hittites,

Lydias,

Phrygians,

Turks…



The town has been one of the most

important centers throughout its history and

the reflections of different civilizations are still

visible.



• Tepemezarlığı was subjected to an in 

depth archaeological excavation

between 1969–1971. These

excavations revealed the walls of a 

rectangular Roman building . The

compound has been arranged into an 

archaeological park near downtown.



Akhisar has been a busy trade center with its

strategic location during ancient and medieval

ages. It was one of the cities where money was

first used by Lydians.



In ancient times, Thyateira

was an important center of 

activity. It was on the

ancient roads from Istanbul

to Pergamum, Sardis, and

Ephesus..

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Istanbul
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pergamum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sardis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ephesus


Plateia Petra is a big high rock in 

the Eastern county territory. It

hosts some ancient and middle

age ruins. This big mass of rock

has a very strategic location

controlling the Akhisar.



Köfünlü Mosque 

was built by 

Saruhanoğulları in 

the year 1316 in 

the northeast of 

the hospital 

mound. Outer 

walls of the 

structure are 

supported by 

using the ancient 

columns.



Paşa Mosque and Bath is an important work 

in ottoman period. There is a Caravanserai 

within a complex of buildings belonging to 

the foundations of the mosque



Akhisar Pond area, was opened in 

2009 by the Municipality of Akhisar.







The city’s population is about 100.000.



Here are some old

photos of Akhisar



Today chess is very popular 

activity in Akhisar. Every year

during the Caglak Festival 

hundreds of children

participate in chess events. In

2009 the World Youth Under 16 

Chess Olympiad was held in 

Akhisar from September 24th 

through October 3rd.

ACTIVITY











There is a big library in Akhisar . It was

constructed in 1798





Today's Akhisar is still the trade and business

center in its region. Akhisar's name was

internationally associated with tobacco. But 

nowadays its name is associated with olive. 

Akhisar's high-quality olives and olive oil are

globally known.




